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Prepare for a whole new world of added value through the effective application of Third Generation (3G) wireless technology
Written for hardware and software engineers, this hands-on guide shows you how to integrate handheld devices and cell phones with wireless network hardware and software. Geoff Varrall and Roger Belcher arm you with an in-depth understanding of the nuts and bolts of cellular handset and network hardware and software design, how handset hardware and software is evolving, and the role the technology plays in shaping offered traffic and building traffic value.     

The authors take you through present and future network components, detail their strengths and weaknesses, explore the key features of available network software and the implications of managing audio, image, video, and application streaming.     

The authors:     

	Show how to achieve consistent power efficient performance over the radio physical and the application layers
	Discuss how to integrate cell phone or PDA/portable PC products with present and future wireless network hardware and software
	Address topics such as quality of service (QoS) and service level agreements (SLAs) from a wireless perspective
	Look at software configurability and future handset hardware and software trends
	Describe the enabling technologies behind quality-based billing methodologies


About the Author

   GEOFF VARRALL is Cofounder and Director of RTT Programmes Limited, a provider of technology and business services to the worldwide wireless industry. He regularly delivers strategic technology programs to vendors, operators, and end users in the USA, Europe, and Asia. He has coauthored with Belcher two engineering-level foundational books for what has become the modern wireless industry.
    ROGER BELCHER is Cofounder and Director of RTT Programmes Limited. He develops and presents design programs targeted to the worldwide manufacturing and network operator community. He has coauthored with Varrall two engineering-level foundational books for what has become the modern wireless industry.       
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Terrorism: The BasicsRoutledge, 2011

	Terrorism: The Basics is an ideal starting point for anyone interested in one of the most discussed, written about and analysed aspects of modern life. Common misconceptions are dispelled as the authors provide clear and jargon-free answers to the big questions:

	
		What does terrorism involve?
	...
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Python Data Analytics: Data Analysis and Science using pandas, matplotlib and the Python Programming LanguageApress, 2015

	Python Data Analytics will help you tackle the world of data acquisition and analysis using the power of the Python language. At the heart of this book lies the coverage of pandas, an open source, BSD-licensed library providing high-performance, easy-to-use data structures and data analysis tools for the Python programming...
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Effective Software Test Automation: Developing an Automated Software Testing ToolSybex, 2004
Whatever its claims, commercially available testing software is not automatic. Configuring it to test your product is almost as time-consuming and error-prone as purely manual testing.

There is an alternative that makes both engineering and economic sense: building your own, truly automatic tool. Inside, you’ll learn a repeatable,...
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Professional Joomla! (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
As a major force in the world of affordable, advanced web site deployment, Joomla! has become the most important noncommercial Content Management System (CMS) in the world. The number of Joomla! downloads and add-ons continues to grow at lightning pace, spurring the need for a resource that explores the diverse needs of professional Joomla!...
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Microsoft Office Home & Student 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Teach yourself exactly what you need to know about using Microsoft Word, Excel®, PowerPoint®, and OneNote®-one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you build and practice new skills hands-on, at your own pace. Topics include creating effective documents; using themes, templates, and other formatting tools; building...
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Drupal 7 Fields/CCK Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Drupal is changing the way we create a feature and content-rich website. When I created
	my first web-based Content Management System (CMS) website in Drupal, I was amazed
	at the power of the Drupal CMS system. It allows me to rapidly create a high quality web
	application in a short period of time without sacrificing the application...
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